EDUCATION
LIGHTING FOR MODERN EDUCATION SPACES

LightArt®
LightArt’s clients in the education sector come to us for beautiful lighting solutions that are eminently durable and functional. Whether the project calls for a decorative, architectural, or a sculptural solution, we’ve got it covered.
The Acoustic Echo Grid installed at De Paul University’s off-campus housing complex. The lobby space is an inviting environment for students to study, chat and relax.
DePaul University Off-Campus Housing

PRODUCT NAME Acoustic Echo Grid | SPECIFIER Pappageorge Haymes Partners
Designers chose Paper Cut material for these Cigar Pendants. Made from recycled paper, the material adds a unique texture to the pendants.
The LA2 Connected Shapes configured to create a striking wayfinding pattern at the TCCC campus offices.
Sixteen of these custom Chroma Boxes hang within UCSD’s Revelle Plaza Cafe.
Designers created a unique wayfinding application using the Casper Beams. The beams help to lead visitors through the expansive lobby space.
Designers combined the 6', 8' and 10' LA2 Connected Rings to tilt and interlock down a hallway at the Rita Liddy Hollings Science Center.
Designers included thirty LA2 Connected Ring fixtures configured as semicircles. The shape helped designers work the fixtures around columns, creating an impressive lighting solution that provides effective illumination for students and teachers.
Designers used LA2 Connected parts to create concentric squares that help unite a healthcare reception space at the University of Texas.
Interlocking 6’ LA2 Connected Rings create symmetry and a focal point within the large atrium space.
The modern LA2 Essentials One drums are perfect over a cafeteria and food service space. With a fully enclosed diffuser, the drums are easy to clean and maintain.
A great branding opportunity, designers match the inner and outer LA2 Connected Ring shades to school colors.
Installed at a student housing facility at Harvard, the LA2 Connected Rings help enhance and direct attention to the elevators.
The LA2 Essentials Zero is a workhorse for versatility. This project incorporated the fixtures in two spaces within the Medical College’s student spaces.
A cluster of Cigar Pendants create a beautiful chandelier-like installation, helping to illuminate and fill the large student commons.
A cluster of French Curve Pendants help direct visitors to the children’s reading section at the SLC Library.
Casper Beams zigzag across multiple floors for a bold design and lighting application.